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Abstract—In this manuscript we study channel-aware decision
fusion (DF) in a wireless sensor network (WSN) where: (i)
the sensors transmit their decisions simultaneously for spectral
efficiency purposes and the DF center (DFC) is equipped with
multiple antennas; (ii) each sensor-DFC channel is described via
a Rician model. As opposed to the existing literature, in order
to account for stringent energy constraints in the WSN, only
statistical channel information is assumed for the non-line-of-
sight (scattered) fading terms. For such a scenario, sub-optimal
fusion rules are developed in order to deal with the exponential
complexity of the likelihood ratio test (LRT) and impractical
(complete) system knowledge. Furthermore, the considered model
is extended to the case of (partially unknown) jamming-originated
interference. Then the obtained fusion rules are modified with the
use of composite hypothesis testing framework and generalized
LRT. Coincidence and statistical equivalence among them are also
investigated under some relevant simplified scenarios. Numerical
results compare the proposed rules and highlight their jamming-
suppression capability.

Index Terms—Decision Fusion, Distributed Detection, Virtual
MIMO, Wireless Sensor Networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation and Related Literature

DECISION Fusion (DF) in a wireless sensor network
(WSN) consists in transmitting local decisions about an

observed phenomenon from sensors to a DF center (DFC) for a
global decision, with the intent of surveillance and/or anomaly
detection [1]. Typically all the studies had been focused on a
parallel access channels (PACs) with instantaneous [2], [3] or
statistical channel-state information (CSI) [4], although some
recent works extended to the case of multiple access channels
(MACs). Adoption of a MAC in WSNs is clearly attractive
because of its increased spectral efficiency.

Distributed detection over MACs was first studied in [5],
where perfect compensation of the fading coefficients is as-
sumed for each sensor. Non-coherent modulation and censor-
ing over PACs and MACs were analyzed in [6] with emphasis
on processing gain and combining loss. The same scenario
was studied in [7], focusing on the error exponents (obtained
through the large deviation principle) and the design of energy-
efficient modulations for Rayleigh and Rice fading. Optimality
of received-energy statistic in Rayleigh fading scenario was
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demonstrated for diversity MACs with non-identical sensors
in [8]. Efficient DF over MACs only with knowledge of
the instantaneous channel gains and with the help of power-
control and phase-shifting techniques was studied in [9].
Techniques borrowed from direct-sequence spread-spectrum
systems were combined with on-off keying (OOK) modulation
and censoring for DF in scenarios with statistical CSI [10].

DF over a (virtual) MIMO (this setup will be referred to
as “MIMO-DF” hereinafter) was first proposed in [11], with
focus on power-allocation design based on instantaneous CSI,
under the framework of J-divergence. Distributed detection
with ultra-wideband sensors over MAC was then studied in
[12]. The same model was adopted to study sensor fusion over
MIMO channels with amplify-and-forward sensors in [13],
[14]. A recent theoretical study on data fusion with amplify
and forward sensors, Rayleigh fading channel and a large-array
at the DFC has been presented in [15].

Design of several sub-optimal fusion rules for MIMO-DF
scenario was given in [16] in a setup with instantaneous CSI
and Rayleigh fading, while the analysis was extended in [17]
to a large-array at the DFC, estimated CSI and inhomogeneous
large scale fading. In both cases binary-phase shift keying
(BPSK) has been employed. It is worth noticing that in MIMO-
DF scenario the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) is not a viable
solution, since it suffers from the exponential growth of the
computational complexity with respect to (w.r.t.) the number
of sensors and a strong requirement on system knowledge.

However, frequently the final purpose of a WSN is anomaly
detection (viz. the null hypothesis is much more frequent
than the alternative hypothesis, denoting the “anomaly”). Such
problem arises in many application contexts, such as intrusion
detection or monitoring of hazardous events. In this case, a
wise choice of the modulation format is the on-off keying
(OOK), which ensures a nearly-optimal censoring policy (and
thus significant energy savings) [6], [18]. Additionally, though
the channel between the sensors and the DFC may be accu-
rately modelled as Rician, assuming instantaneous CSI (i.e.,
estimation of the scattered fading component) may be too en-
ergy costly for an anomaly detection problem. This motivated
the study of DF over Rician MAC channels (in the single-
antenna DFC case) with only statistical CSI in [7], [19]. We
point out that statistical CSI is instead a reasonable assumption
for a WSN and can be obtained through long-term training-
based techniques (since statistical parameters of Rician model
have a slower variation with respect to the coherence time
of the channel), mimicking the procedures proposed in [20].
The aforementioned problem may be further exacerbated by
the presence of a (possibly distributed) jamming device in the
WSN deployment area [21]. Such problem is clearly relevant
in non-friendly environments, such as the battlefield, where
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malicious devices (i.e., the jammers) are placed to hinder
the operational requirements of the WSN. Indeed, due to
jammer hostile nature, unknown interference is superimposed
to useful received signal (containing “informative” sensors
contributions). Therefore, additional relevant parameters may
be unknown at the DFC side. This precludes development of
sub-optimal (simplified) fusion rules based on the LLR, which
assume complete specification of pdfs under both hypotheses.
To the best of our knowledge, the study of such a setup for
MIMO-DF has not been addressed yet in the open literature.

B. Main Results and Paper Organization

The contributions of the present manuscript are summarized
as follows.
• We study decision fusion over MAC with Rician fading

and multiple antennas at the DFC (as opposed to [7],
[19]). In the present study only the LOS component is
assumed known at the DFC. Also, by adopting the same
general assumptions in [17], the considered model also
accounts for unequal long-term received powers from
the sensors, through a common path loss and shadowing
model;

• We derive sub-optimal fusion rules dealing with expo-
nential complexity and with required system knowledge
in the considered scenario, namely, we derive (i) “ideal
sensors” (IS) (following the same spirit as in [2], [22]),
(ii) “non-line of sight” (NLOS), (iii) “widely-linear”
(mimicking [17]) and (iv) “improper Gaussian moment
matching” (IGMM, based on second order characteriza-
tion of the received vector under both hypotheses) rules;

• Subsequently, we consider DF in the presence of a
(either distributed or co-located) multi-antenna jamming
device, whose communication channel is described by an
analogous Rician model. The problem is tackled within
a composite hypothesis testing framework and solved
via the generalized likelihood-ratio test (GLRT) [23]
and similar key simplifying assumptions as in the “no-
jamming” scenario, thus leading to IS-GLRT, NLOS-
GLRT and IGMM-GLRT rules, respectively;

• Simulation studies (along with a detailed complexity
analysis) are performed to compare the performance of
the considered rules and verify the asymptotical equiva-
lences (later proved in Secs. III-F and IV-E) among them
in some specific instances. Also, the performance trend
as a function of the Rician parameters of the WSN and
the jammer, the thermal noise and the number of receive
antennas are investigated and discussed.

The remainder of the manuscript is organized as follows:
Sec. II introduces the model; in Sec. III we derive and study
the fusion rules, while in Sec. IV we generalize the analysis
to the case of a subspace interference; the obtained rules are
compared in terms of computational complexity in Sec. V; in
Sec. VI we compare the presented rules through simulations;
finally in Sec. VII we draw some conclusions; proofs and
derivations are contained in a dedicated Appendix.

Notation - Lower-case (resp. Upper-case) bold letters de-
note vectors (resp. matrices), with an (resp. an,m) being the

nth (resp. the (n,m)th) element of a (resp. A); upper-case
calligraphic letters denote finite sets, with AK representing
the k-ary Cartesian power of A; ON×K (resp. IN ) denotes
the N × K (resp. N × N ) null (resp. identity) matrix, with
corresponding short-hand notation ON for a square matrix;
0N (resp. 1N ) denotes the null (resp. ones) vector of length
N ; an:m (resp. An:m) denotes the sub-vector of a (resp.
the sub-matrix of A) obtained from selecting only nth to
mth elements of v (resp. nth to mth rows/columns of A);
E{·}, var{·}, (·)T , (·)†, (·)−, < (·), =(·) and ‖·‖ denote
expectation, variance, transpose, conjugate transpose, pseudo-
inverse, real part, imaginary part and Euclidean norm opera-
tors, respectively; (·)+ is used to indicate max{0, ·}; diag(A)
(resp. diag(a)) denotes the diagonal matrix extracted from A
(resp. the diagonal matrix with main diagonal given by a);
det(A) is used to denote the determinant of A; λmin(A)
denotes the minimum eigenvalue of the Hermitian matrix
A; P⊥X denotes the orthogonal projector to the range space
spanned by X; a (resp. A) denotes the augmented vector
(resp. matrix) of a (resp. A), that is a ,

[
aT a†

]T
(resp.

A ,
[
AT A†

]T
); P (·) and p(·) denote probability mass

functions (pmf) and probability density functions (pdf), while
P (·|·) and p(·|·) their corresponding conditional counterparts;
Σx (resp. Σ̄x) denotes the covariance (resp. the complemen-
tary covariance) matrix of the complex-valued random vector
x; NC(µ,Σ) (resp. NC(µ,Σ, Σ̄) denotes a proper (resp. an
improper) complex normal distribution with mean vector µ
and covariance matrix Σ (resp. covariance Σ and pseudo-
covariance Σ̄), while N (µ,Σ) denotes the corresponding
real-valued counterpart; finally the symbols ∝, and ∼ mean
“statistically equivalent to” and “distributed as”, respectively.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Hereinafter we will consider a decentralized binary hy-
pothesis test, where K sensors are used to discern between
the hypotheses in the set H , {H0,H1} (e.g. H0/H1 may
represent the absence/presence of a specific target of interest).
The kth sensor, k ∈ K , {1, 2, . . . ,K}, takes a binary
local decision ξk ∈ H about the observed phenomenon on
the basis of its own measurements. Here we do not make
any conditional (given Hi ∈ H) mutual independence as-
sumption on ξk. Each decision ξk is mapped to a symbol
xk ∈ X = {0,+1} representing an OOK modulation: without
loss of generality (w.l.o.g.) we assume that ξk = Hi maps into
xk = i, i ∈ {0, 1}. The quality of the WSN is characterized
by the conditional joint pmfs P (x|Hi). Also, we denote
PD,k , P (xk = 1|H1) and PF,k , P (xk = 1|H0) the
probability of detection and false alarm of the kth sensor,
respectively (here we make the assumption PD,k ≥ PF,k,
meaning that each sensor decision procedure leads to receive
operating characteristics above the chance line [24]). In some
situations, aiming at improving clarity of exposition, we will
use the short-hand notation (P0,k, P1,k) = (PF,k, PD,k) (and
(P0, P1) = (PF , PD), in the simpler case of conditionally i.i.d.
decisions).

Sensors communicate with a DFC equipped with N receive
antennas over a wireless flat-fading MAC in order to exploit
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diversity so as to mitigate small-scale fading; this setup
determines a distributed (or virtual) MIMO channel [11], [16].
Also, perfect synchronization1, as in [5], [8], [11], [16], is
assumed at the DFC.

We denote: yn the signal at the nth receive antenna of
the DFC after matched filtering and sampling; (

√
dk,k h̄n,k)

the composite channel coefficient between the kth sensor and
the nth receive antenna of the DFC; wn the additive white
Gaussian noise at the nth receive antenna of the DFC. The
vector model at the DFC is:

y = H̄D1/2x+w (1)

where y ∈ CN , x ∈ XK and w ∼ NC(0N , σ
2
wIN ) are the

received-signal vector, the transmitted-signal vector and the
noise vector, respectively. Also, the matrices H̄ ∈ CN×K and
D ∈ CK×K model independent small-scale fading, geomet-
ric attenuation and log-normal shadowing. More specifically,
D , diag

([
β1 · · · βK

]T)
is a (known) matrix with kth

diagonal element dk,k = βk (βk > 0) accounting for path loss
and shadow fading experienced by kth sensor. On the other
hand, the kth column of H̄ models the (small-scale) fading
vector of kth sensor as h̄k = bk a(θk) +

√
1− b2k hk. Here

a(·) denotes the steering vector (which depends on the angle-
of-arrival θk, assumed known at the DFC2) corresponding to
the LOS component and hk ∼ NC(0N , IN ) corresponds to the
normalized NLOS (scattered) component. Finally, we denote
bk ,

√
κk

1+κk
, where κk represents the (known) usual Rician

factor between kth sensor and DFC.
The matrix H̄ can be expressed compactly in terms of

the relevant matrices A(θ) ,
[
a(θ1) · · · a(θK)

]
, H ,[

h1 · · · hK
]

and R , diag
([
b1 · · · bK

]T)
, respec-

tively, as

H̄ , A(θ)R+H (IK −R2)1/2 . (2)

Finally, we underline that the received scattered term from
kth sensor in Eq. (1) is

√
(1− b2k)βk hk ∼ NC(0N , νk IN ),

where νk , [βk (1 − b2k)], while its LOS term is µk ,
[
√
βk bk a(θk)] and corresponds to the kth column of the

matrix

Ã(θ) ,
(
A(θ)RD1/2

)
, (3)

denoting the matrix of received LOS terms from the WSN.

III. FUSION RULES

A. Optimum (LLR) Rule

The optimal test [23] is formulated on the basis of the
LLR Λopt , ln

[
p(y|H1)
p(y|H0)

]
, and decides in favour of H1 (resp.

H0) when Λopt > γ (resp. Λopt ≤ γ), with γ denoting

1Multiple antennas at the DFC do not make these assumptions harder to
verify w.r.t. a single-antenna MAC.

2W.l.o.g. in this work we adopt a 1-D functional dependence for a(·)
(obtained from a “far-field” assumption), albeit more complicate expressions
could be considered as well.

the threshold which the LLR is compared to3. After few
manipulations, the LLR can be expressed explicitly as

Λopt = ln

∑x∈XK
P (x|H1)
[σ2

e(x)]N
exp(−‖y−

∑K
k=1 µk xk‖2
σ2
e(x) )∑

x∈XK
P (x|H0)
[σ2

e(x)]N
exp(−‖y−

∑K
k=1 µk xk‖2
σ2
e(x) )

 (4)

where σ2
e(x) , (σ2

w +
∑K
k=1 νk xk). The above result follows

from y|Hi being a Gaussian mixture random vector, since
the pdf under each hypothesis can be obtained as p(y|Hi) =∑
x p(y|x)P (x|Hi) (the directed triple H → x→ y satisfies

the Markov property). It is apparent that implementation of
Eq. (4) requires a computational complexity which grows
exponentially with K (namely O(2K), where O(·) stands for
the usual Landau’s notation). Also, differently from [16], [17]
(where a BPSK modulation is employed), the computation
here is complicated by the fact that each component of the
mixture (under Hi) has both different mean vectors and
covariance (actually scaled identity) matrices. Therefore, sub-
optimal fusion rules with reduced complexity are investigated
in what follows.

B. Ideal sensors (IS) rule
The LLR in Eq. (4) can be simplified under the assumption

of perfect sensors [3], [16], [25], i.e., P (x = 1K |H1) =
P (x = 0K |H0) = 1. In this case x ∈ {0K ,1K} and Eq. (4)
reduces to [16]:

ln

 [σ2
e(1K)]−N exp

(
−‖y−

∑K
k=1 µk‖2

σ2
e(1K)

)
[σ2
w]−N exp

(
−‖y‖2

σ2
w

)
 ∝

2<(µ̄†y) +
ν̄

σ2
w

‖y‖2 , ΛIS (5)

where µ̄ , 1
K

∑K
k=1 µk and ν̄ , 1

K

∑K
k=1 νk and terms

independent from y have been discarded (as they can be
incorporated in a suitably modified threshold γ).

It is worth noticing that the assumption of perfect local
decisions is used only for system design purposes, and does not
mean that the system is working under such ideal conditions,
thus the rule is suboptimal. Also, we observe that IS rule in
(5) is formed by a weighted combination of a maximum ratio
combiner (MRC, which actually is the statistic resulting from
IS assumption on the known part of channel vector at the DFC
[16]) and an energy detector (ED, i.e., the statistic arising from
the IS assumption on the random part of the channel vector at
the DFC [8]). Clearly, from Eq. (5) it is apparent that IS rule
does not require sensor performance (i.e., the pmf P (x|Hi),
i ∈ 0, 1) for its implementation.

C. Non line-of-sight (NLOS) rule
In this case we derive a sub-optimal rule arising from the

simplifying assumption κk = 0 (i.e., no sensor has a LOS
path), thus leading to:

ln

∑x∈XK
P (x|H1)
[σ̄2

e(x)]N
exp(− ‖y‖2

σ̄2
e(x) )∑

x∈XK
P (x|H0)
[σ̄2

e(x)]N
exp(− ‖y‖2

σ̄2
e(x) )

 (6)

3The threshold γ can be determined to ensure a fixed system false-alarm
rate (Neyman-Pearson approach), or can be chosen to minimize the probability
of error (Bayesian approach) [23].
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where we have denoted σ̄2
e(x) , (σ2

w +
∑K
k=1 βkxk). We

observe that in this case the LLR is function of the sole
sufficient statistic ΛNL , ‖y‖2, i.e., the energy of the received
signal, which we retain as a simple statistic for our test4. There
is a twofold motivation for this choice. First, it was shown in
[8] that under identical βk’s and conditionally independent
decisions, the LLR in Eq. (6) is a monotone function of
‖y‖2 (thus ‖y‖2 > γ is the uniformly most powerful test
[24]). Secondly, by applying Gaussian moment matching to the
simplified model in Eq. (6), the same test would be obtained.
Therefore, though we have no optimality claims for ΛNL in
this general case, we will consider NLOS rule as the decision
statistic due to its simplicity (and no requirements on sensors
performance).

D. Widely-linear (WL) rules

It can be shown that y|Hi has the following statistical
characterization up to the first two order moments (the proof
is given in Appendix):

E{y|Hi} = Ã(θ)ρi (7)

Σy|Hi
= Ã(θ) Σx|Hi

Ã(θ)† + σ2
e,i IN (8)

Σ̄y|Hi
= Ã(θ) Σx|Hi

Ã(θ)T (9)

where ρi ,
[
Pi,1 · · · Pi,K

]T
and σ2

e,i , [
∑K
k=1 νk Pi,k +

σ2
w]. Therefore a convenient and effective approach consists in

adopting a WL statistic [26]. The WL approach (i.e., based on
the augmented vector y) is motivated by linear complexity and
y|Hi being an improper (cf. Eq. (9)) complex-valued random
vector, that is Σ̄y|Hi

6= ON . More specifically, WL statistic
is generically expressed as:

ΛWL , z
†y , (10)

where the augmented vector z has to be designed according
to a reasonable criterion. Then, ΛWL is compared to a proper
threshold γ to obtain the corresponding test.

Clearly, several optimization metrics may be considered for
obtaining z. The best choice (in a Neyman-Pearson sense)
would be searching for the WL rule maximizing the global
detection probability subject to a global false-alarm rate con-
straint, as proposed in [27] for a distributed detection problem.
Unfortunately, the optimized z presents the following draw-
backs: (i) it is not in closed-form, (ii) it requires a non-trivial
optimization and (iii) it depends on the prescribed false-alarm
constraint. Additionally, the problem under investigation is not
a multivariate Gauss-Gauss test (i.e., y|Hi ∼ NC(µi,Σi)) but
one discerning between mixtures of complex GMs (cf. Eq.
(4)). This would further complicate the optimization problem
tackled in [27].

4We recall that, as in the case of IS rule, NLOS assumption is only exploited
at the design stage for development of simplified rule ΛNL.

Differently, in this paper we choose z as the maximizer of
either the normal [28] or modified [29] deflection measures,
denoted as D0( z ) and D1( z ) respectively, that is:

zWL,i , arg max
z: ‖ z ‖2=1

Di ( z ) (11)

where Di ( z ) ,
(E{ΛWL|H1} − E{ΛWL|H0})2

var{ΛWL|Hi}

Maximization of deflection measures is commonly used in the
design of (widely) linear rules for DF, since zWL,i always
admits a closed-form and also literature has shown acceptable
performance loss w.r.t. the LLR in analogous DF setups [27],
[30]. The vector z

WL,i, being the optimal solution to the
optimization in Eq. (11), is (a similar proof can be found in
[17]):

zWL,i =
Σ−1
y|Hi

Ã(θ)ρ1,0

||Σ−1
y|Hi

Ã(θ)ρ1,0||
(12)

where ρ1,0 , (ρ1 − ρ0) and Σy|Hi
is given by:

Σy|Hi
= Ã(θ) Σx|Hi

Ã(θ)† + σ2
e,i I2N (13)

The WL statistics are thus obtained employing Eq. (12) into
(10). It is worth pointing out that, from inspection of Eq. (12),
WL rules only require knowledge up to the second order of
the vectors x|Hi.

E. Improper Gaussian moment matching (IGMM) rule

Differently here we fully exploit the second order charac-
terization provided in Eqs. (7-9). In fact, after fitting y|Hi to
an improper complex Gaussian, the following quadratic test
can be obtained [26]:

ΛIGMM , −(y − E{y|H1})†Σ−1
y|H1

(y − E{y|H1}) +

(y − E{y|H0})†Σ−1
y|H0

(y − E{y|H0}) (14)

where E{y|Hi} = Ã(θ)ρi and Σy|Hi
is given in Eq. (13).

IGMM rule presents the same (reduced) requirements on
knowledge of sensors performance as the WL rules (cf.
Eqs. (12) and (14)). Differently, we expect it to perform nearly-
optimal (i.e., close to the LLR) at low SNR, as in such case
both Gaussian mixtures are well-approximated by a single
Gaussian pdf.

F. Asymptotic equivalences

In this sub-section, we will establish asymptotic equiva-
lences among the proposed rules in the form of the following
lemmas. These will be employed as useful tools to facilitate the
understanding of the numerical comparisons shown in Sec. VI.

Lemma 1. As the sensors approach a NLOS condition (i.e.,
the Rician factor κk → 0) IS and IGMM (recalling PD,k ≥
PF,k) rules are statistically equivalent to the NLOS rule, i.e.,
they collapse to an energy detection test.
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Proof: The proof is obtained by substituting κk =
0 in Eqs. (5) and (14), which respectively gives ΛIS =
‖y‖2(

∑K
k=1 βk/(Kσ

2
w)) and

ΛIGMM = 2
‖y‖2

∑K
k=1 βk(PD,k − PF,k)

(
∑K
k=1 βkPD,k + σ2

w)(
∑K
k=1 βkPF,k + σ2

w)
.

(15)

The latter result follows from E{y|Hi} = 02N and Σy|H1
=

(
∑K
k=1 βkPi,k + σ2

w) I2N (since under NLOS assumption
R = OK implies Ã(θ) = ON×K and νk = βk, respec-
tively). Therefore it is apparent that IS and IGMM (assuming
(PD,k − PF.k) ≥ 0) rules become statistically equivalent to
NLOS rule.

The above lemma states that IS and IGMM rules are both
statistically equivalent to NLOS rule when each sensor has
only a purely scattered component. Indeed, in such a case
(as also supported intuitively), only a dependence on ‖y‖2
is relevant in the design of a fusion rule for the binary
hypothesis test under consideration (i.e., all the mentioned
decision procedures collapse into the received energy test).
Accordingly IS rule, being based on a weighted combination
of a MRC-ED (see Eq. (5)), exploits only the non-coherent
term in NLOS case. Similarly IGMM rule, being based on
second-order characterization of y|Hi, simplifies as the two
hypotheses manifest in NLOS scenario with a sole change of
variance in the received signal (i.e., no mean or covariance
structure modification).

However, in the case of conditionally i.i.d. decisions, a
stronger result can be proved for IS and IGMM rules, as
described by the following lemma.

Lemma 2. In the case of conditionally i.i.d. decisions, viz
P (x|Hi) =

∏K
k=1 P (xk|Hi) and (PD,k, PF,k) = (PD, PF )

(recalling that PD > PF ), and under a “weak-LOS assump-
tion” (quantified as Pi(1−Pi)λmin(Ã(θ) Ã(θ)†)� σ2

e,i), IS
and IGMM rules are approximately statistically equivalent.

Proof: We begin by observing that, under conditionally
i.i.d. assumption, the covariance of y|Hi simplifies to (since
Σx|Hi

= Pi(1− Pi) IK):

Σy|Hi
= Pi(1− Pi) Ã(θ) Ã(θ)† + σ2

e,i I2N . (16)

Then, we express it in terms of the eigendecom-
position (Ã(θ) Ã(θ)†) = (UM ΛM U

†
M ), that is

Σy|Hi
= UM [Pi(1 − Pi)ΛM + σ2

e,iI2N ]U †M . If
Pi(1 − Pi)eigmin(Ã(θ) Ã(θ)†) � σ2

e,i holds, we can
safely approximate Σy|Hi

≈ (UMσ
2
e,iU

†
M ). We refer to

this assumption as a “weak-LOS” one since, as all the
κk’s get low in R, all the eigenvalues in ΛM get small
while σ2

e,i =
(
Pi
∑K
k=1D(IK −R2)1K + σ2

w

)
increases.

Also, we notice that IGMM rule in Eq. (14) is statistically
equivalent to:

y† (Σ−1
y|H0

−Σ−1
y|H1

)y+

2y†
(
Σ−1
y|H1

E{y|H1} −Σ−1
y|H0

E{y|H0}
)

(17)

Thus, by exploiting the aforementioned approximation in
Eq. (17), ΛIGMM is shown to be approximately expressed as:

‖y‖2
[

1

σ2
e,0

− 1

σ2
e,1

]
+ 2y†

[
E{y|H1}
σ2
e,1

−
E{y|H0}
σ2
e,0

]
(18)

Then, after few manipulations (and exploiting definition of σ2
e,i

and E{y|H1}, respectively), Eq. (18) can be rewritten as:

2 (PD − PF )

σ2
e,0 σ

2
e,1

(

K∑
k=1

νk ‖y‖2 + σ2
w y
†Ã(θ) 1K) =

2K (PD − PF )σ2
w

σ2
e,0 σ

2
e,1

(
ν̄

σ2
w

‖y‖2 + 2<(µ̄†y)

)
(19)

which is apparently the IS rule (except for an irrelevant
positive scalar, recalling PD > PF ). This concludes the proof.

We underline that Lem. 1 does not include Lem. 2, since at
a relatively low Rician factor (eigmin(Ã(θ) Ã(θ)†) gets low,
whereas σ2

e,i increases) for all the sensors, data covariance
matrix under Hi will be approximately diagonal, while the
difference of the mean terms E{y|Hi} will not be negligible.
In the latter case, IGMM will exhibit the same linear-quadratic
dependence on the data as the IS rule. In other terms, it will
reduce to a weighted combination of a MRC-ED (see (19) and
(5), respectively). In this region, however, NLOS rule does
not perform as well as those statistics, since its dependence
is only on ‖y‖2. Moreover, it is worth noticing that weak-
LOS assumption Pi(1 − Pi)eigmin(Ã(θ) Ã(θ)†) � σ2

e,i is
also likely to be satisfied in a low-SNR regime (i.e., high
σ2
w, right-hand increases) and for “good-quality” sensors (i.e.,

(PD, PF )→ (1, 0), left-hand decreases).
Finally, we look at the extreme case given by IS assumption.

In this case, IS rule is statistically equivalent to the LLR (by
construction, cf. Sec. III-B). On the other hand, we are able to
prove the following asymptotic equivalence properties among
WL and IGMM rules, reported in the following lemma.

Lemma 3. Under “IS assumption”, IGMM rule is statistically
equivalent to IS rule (thus attaining optimum performance),
while WL rules are statistically equivalent and are given by
the sole “widely-linear” part of IS rule in Eq. (5).

Proof: We start by recalling statistical equivalence of
IGMM rule to Eq. (17). Then, we observe that IS assumption
straightforwardly implies ρ1 = 1K (resp. ρ0 = 0K) and
Σx|Hi

= OK . Thus Eq. (17) specializes into:

y†

(
σ2
e,1 − σ2

e,0

σ2
e,0 σ

2
e,1

)
y +

2

σ2
e,1

y†Ã(θ) 1K =

2K

σ2
e,1

{
‖y‖2 (ν̄/σ2

e,0) + 2<{µ̄†y}
}

(20)

which is related to IS rule via an irrelevant positive constant
(we recall that, under IS assumption, σ2

e,1 = (
∑K
k=1 νk + σ2

w)
and σ2

e,0 = σ2
w hold). This proves the first part of the lemma.

By similar reasoning, it can be shown that both WL rules in
Eq. (12), under IS assumption, coincide with:

y†
(

(Ã(θ) 1K)/
∥∥∥Ã(θ) 1K

∥∥∥) =

√
2

‖µ̄‖
<{µ̄†y} . (21)
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It is apparent that right-hand side of Eq. (21) is proportional
to the first contribution of IS rule in Eq. (5), thus completing
the proof.

Therefore, when sensors are ideal, IGMM rule will be
statistically equivalent to IS (viz. LLR) rule, as no covariance
structure change happens when one of the two hypotheses is
in force. Differently WL rules, lacking a ‖y‖2 dependence, do
not reduce to a weighted MRC-ED combination. Based on this
reason, we expect that when the WSN operates with “good-
quality” sensors, WL rules will experience some performance
loss with respect to IS and IGMM rules.

IV. JAMMER (SUBSPACE) INTERFERENCE ENVIRONMENT

In this section, we complicate the model in Eq. (1) and
assume the presence of jamming devices operating on the
WSN-DFC communication channel. More specifically, we
model the jamming signal as an r-dimensional vector, whose
experienced channel follows the same Rician model as the
WSN at the DFC, that is ys = y + sJ , where:

sJ =
(
AJ(φ)RJ +HJ (Ir −R2

J)1/2
)
D

1/2
J ψ. (22)

In Eq. (22) ψ ∈ Cr represents the (unknown deterministic)
jamming signal. Similarly to the WSN, AJ(φ) ∈ CN×r,
HJ ∈ CN×r, RJ ∈ Rr×r and DJ ∈ Rr×r denote the
(full-rank) steering matrix (whose `th column is given by
a(φ`) and depends on the angle-of-arrival φ`), the normalized
scattered matrix (whose `th column hJ,` ∼ NC(0N , IN ),
assumed mutually independent from the others), the diagonal
matrix of the Rician factors (whose `th element is denoted
as b`,J ) and the large-scale diagonal fading matrix of the
jammer (whose `th element is denoted as β`,J ), respectively.
It is worth noticing that Eq. (22) accounts for interfering
systems with both distributed (viz. RJ and DJ are both
diagonal) or co-located (viz. RJ and DJ are both scaled
identity) transmitting antennas in space [31]. It is apparent
that the former case includes the case of multiple jammers. The
considered interfering source can be classified as a “constant
jammer”, according to the terminology5 proposed in [21].
Though it represents the simplest typology of jammer, it is here
considered as a first step toward the development of fusion
rules robust to “smarter” jammers.

In this case, the received signal ys is conditionally dis-
tributed as:

ys|Hi ∼
∑
x∈XK

P (x|Hi)NC
(
µs(x, ζ), [σ2

e(x) + σ2
J ] IN

)
where µs(x, ζ) , Ã(θ)x+AJ(φ) ζ (23)

where σ2
J ,

∑r
`=1 ν`,J |ψ`|2, ν`,J , β`,J (1 − b2`,J) and

ζ , (RJ D
1/2
J ψ), respectively. Hereinafter we will make the

reasonable assumption that the DFC can only learn AJ(φ),
i.e., the DFC does not have knowledge of: (i) the diagonal
matrix of the Rician factors RJ , (ii) the large-scale fading
diagonal matrix DJ and (iii) the actual jamming (transmitted)

5We underline that the term “constant” may be misleading, as the definition
of [21] implies that the jammer continuously emits a radio signal (changing
with time), which is unknown at the DFC.

signal ψ. The following sub-sections are thus devoted to the
design of (sub-optimal) fusion rules in the presence of the
aforementioned (unknown deterministic) interference parame-
ters.

A. Clairvoyant LRT and GLRT

In what follows, we will employ in our comparison the clair-
voyant LRT as a benchmark, which (unrealistically) assumes
{ψ,DJ ,RJ} as known and thus implements the statistic:

Λc−opt , (24)

ln

∑x∈XK
P (x|H1)

[σ2
e(x)+σ2

J ]N
exp(−‖y−

∑K
k=1 µk xk−AJ (φ) ζ‖2

σ2
e(x)+σ2

J
)∑

x∈XK
P (x|H0)

[σ2
e(x)+σ2

J ]N
exp(−‖y−

∑K
k=1 µk xk−AJ (φ) ζ‖2
σ2
e(x)+σ2

J
)


Clearly, the LRT is uniformly most powerful [32] and thus no
other fusion rule can expect to perform better. Unfortunately
the LRT cannot be implemented, as the jamming parameters
are not known in the practice. For this reason, hereinafter we
will devise tests which tackle the arising composite hypothesis
testing problem.

A widespread test for the considered problem would be the
GLRT [23], requiring the maximization of pdf under both
hypotheses w.r.t. the (unknown) parameters set. The GLRT
has been successfully applied to different application contexts,
such as spectrum sensing [33], allowing important design
guidelines on system level performance (in terms of optimized
sensing time) [34]. In our case, it is not difficult to show that
optimization w.r.t. {ψ,DJ ,RJ} is tantamount to maximizing
both pdfs w.r.t. σ2

J and ζ as they were (parametrically)
independent. Therefore, this yields the statistic:

ΛGLR , ln

[
maxζ,σ2

J
p(ys|H1)

maxζ,σ2
J
p(ys|H0)

]
. (25)

From inspection of Eq. (25), it is apparent that GLRT has no
simple implementation for this problem, because of its expo-
nential complexity (p(ys|Hi) is a GM with 2K components)
and required non-linear optimizations. Thus, exact GLRT
implementation appears as not feasible from a practical point
of view and will not be pursued in the following. Nonetheless,
we will show that “GLRT philosophy” of Eq. (25) can be
exploited jointly with the simplifying assumptions that lead to
the sub-optimal statistics obtained in Sec. III in order to devise
computationally efficient and jamming-robust fusion rules.

B. IS-GLRT rule

The GLRT in Eq. (25) can be simplified under the IS
assumption, i.e., P (x = 1K |H1) = P (x = 0K |H0) = 1.
Indeed, based on these assumptions, it holds:

ys|H0 ∼ NC(AJ(φ) ζ, [σ2
w + σ2

J ] IN ) (26)

ys|H1 ∼ NC(Ã(θ) 1K +AJ(φ) ζ, [σ2
e(1K) + σ2

J ] IN )

The ML estimates of ζ under H0 and H1 are obtained
respectively as [23]:

ζ̂0 ,AJ(φ)− ys (27)

ζ̂1 ,AJ(φ)− (ys − Ã(θ) 1K) (28)
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Hence, the concentrated likelihoods are:

pis(ys|H0, ζ̂0, σ
2
J) =

1

{π[σ2
w + σ2

J ]}N
exp

[
− ‖r0‖2

σ2
w + σ2

J

]
(29)

pis(ys|H1, ζ̂1, σ
2
J) =

1

{π[σ2
e(1K) + σ2

J ]}N
exp

[
− ‖r1‖2

σ2
e(1K) + σ2

J

]
(30)

where r0 , [P⊥AJ (φ) ys] and r1 , [P⊥AJ (φ)(ys − Ã(θ) 1K)],
respectively. Then the ML estimates6 of σ2

J under H0 and H1

are obtained as [23]:

σ̂2
J,0 ,

[
‖r0‖2/N − σ2

w

]
+

(31)

σ̂2
J,1 ,

[
‖r1‖2/N − σ2

e(1K)
]
+

(32)

Then, we substitute Eqs. (31) and (32) into (29) and (30),
respectively, thus obtaining:

pis(ys|H0, ζ̂0, σ̂
2
J,0) =

1

{π[σ2
w + σ̂2

J,0]}N
exp

[
− ‖r0‖2

σ2
w + σ̂2

J,0

]
(33)

pis(ys|H1, ζ̂1, σ̂
2
J,1) =

1

{π[σ2
e(1K) + σ̂2

J,1]}N
exp

[
− ‖r1‖2

σ2
e(1K) + σ̂2

J,1

]
(34)

Taking ln(·) of the concentrated likelihood ratio{
pis(ys|H1, ζ̂1, σ̂

2
J,1)/pis(ys|H0, ζ̂0, σ̂

2
J,0)
}

provides the
final expression:

ΛIS−GLR ,

{
N ln

[
σ2
w + σ̂2

J,0

σ2
e(1K) + σ̂2

J,1

]
− ‖r1‖2

σ2
e(1K) + σ̂2

J,1

+
‖r0‖2

σ2
w + σ̂2

J,0

}
(35)

The proposed rule, in analogy to Sec. III-B, will be referred
to as IS-GLRT in the following.

C. NLOS-GLRT rule

Differently, here we start by using the NLOS assumption
(κk = 0, k ∈ K) on the conditional received signal pdf, which
gives:

ys|Hi ∼
∑
x∈XK

P (x|Hi)NC(AJ(φ) ζ, [σ̄2
e(x) + σ2

J ] IN )

(36)

where σ̄2
e(x) , (σ2

w +
∑K
k=1 βkxk). Even under such a

simplifying assumption, Eq. (36) still has the form of a
complex Gaussian mixture with 2K distinct components, thus
being intractable from a computational point of view. Thus,

6These are straightforwardly obtained by setting ∂ ln pis(ys|Hi,ζ̂i,σ
2
J )

∂σ2
J

= 0

and accounting for the constraint σ2
J ≥ 0.

we further resort to Gaussian moment matching to fit the pdf
of ys|Hi to a (proper) complex Gaussian pdf as follows:

E{ys|Hi} = AJ(φ) ζ Σys|Hi
= (σ2

n,i + σ2
J) IN (37)

where we have denoted σ2
n,i , (

∑K
k=1 Pi,k βk + σ2

w). There-
fore, moment matching yields:

ys|Hi ∼ NC(AJ(φ) ζ, [σ2
n,i + σ2

J ] IN ) (38)

Now, in order to obtain a GLRT-like statistic, we would need
to evaluate the ML estimates of {ζ, σ2

J} under Hi for the
matched model in Eq. (38). This is the case for the ML
estimates of ζ under H0 and H1, being both equal to ζ̂0

(cf. Eq. (27)). After substitution, the concentrated matched
likelihood of ys|Hi is:

pnl(ys|Hi; ζ̂, σ2
J) =

1

{π[σ2
n,i + σ2

J ]}N
exp

[
− ‖r0‖2

σ2
n,i + σ2

J

]
(39)

where r0 has the same meaning as for IS-GLRT rule. After
substitution, it is not difficult to prove that the “moment-
matched” concentrated likelihood ratio

pnl(ys|H1; ζ̂0, σ
2
J)

pnl(ys|H0; ζ̂0, σ2
J)

(40)

is an increasing function of ‖r0‖2, independently on the value
of the (unknown) σ2

J , whose estimation can be thus avoided
(the proof can be obtained by taking the logarithm of (40) and
exploiting PD,k ≥ PF,k). Therefore, the test deciding for H1

when ΛNL−GLR > γ, where

ΛNL−GLR ,
∥∥∥P⊥AJ (φ)ys

∥∥∥2

(41)

is uniformly most powerful under NLOS assumption and after
moment matching. For the mentioned reason, the present test,
denoted here as NLOS-GLRT (in analogy to Sec. III-C and
with a slight abuse of terminology, since estimation of σ2

J is
not needed for test implementation), will be employed in our
comparison.

D. IGMM-GLRT rule

It can be readily shown that the characterization up to the
second order in Eqs. (7) and (9) generalizes to:

E{ys|Hi} = ti +AJ(φ) ζ (42)

Σys|Hi
= Σy|Hi

+ σ2
J IN Σ̄ys|Hi

= Σ̄y|Hi
(43)

where we have denoted ti , E{y|Hi} (cf. Eq. (7)). We first
match the pdf of the vector ys|Hi to that of an improper
complex Gaussian vector, that is:

ys|Hi ∼ NC(ti +AJ(φ) ζ,Σys|Hi
, Σ̄ys|Hi

) (44)

It is easy to verify that Eq. (44) is also equivalent to the
following linear model:

ys|Hi = ti +AJ(φ) ζ +wi (45)

where wi ∼ NC(0N ,Σy|Hi
+ σ2

J IN , Σ̄y|Hi
) (i.e., a zero-

mean non-circular complex Gaussian vector). Therefore, when
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the hypothesis Hi is in force, we define ys,i , (ys − ti) and
exploit the SVD of AJ(φ) = (UJ ΛJ V

†
J ), thus obtaining

ys,i = UJ

[
Λr

O(N−r)×r

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

= ΛJ

V †J ζ +wi . (46)

where Λr ∈ Cr×r denotes the (diagonal) sub-matrix extracted
from the matrix of the singular values ΛJ (since the rank of the
interference is equal to r). We then define ζ

′
, (Λr V

†
J ζ) ∈

Cr and notice that ζ and ζ
′

are in one-to-one correspondence.
Therefore, after a left-multiplication by U †J (i.e., a unitary
matrix, which does not entail loss of information), Eq. (46)
is rewritten as follows:

si =

[
Ir

O(N−r)×r

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

,S

ζ
′
+ ni (47)

where si , (U †J ys,i) ∈ CN and

ni ∼ NC

(
0N , U

†
J Σy|Hi

UJ + σ2
J IN , U

†
J Σ̄y|Hi

U∗J

)
(48)

Then, we can define the following augmented model:

si = S̄ ζ
′
+ ni (49)

S̄ ,


Ir Or

O(N−r)×r O(N−r)×r
Or Ir

O(N−r)×r O(N−r)×r

 (50)

where ni ∼ NC(02N ,RA,i), and we have defined RA,i ,
(ΣA,i + σ2

J I2N ), ΣA,i , Ū
†
J Σy|Hi

ŪJ and

ŪJ ,

[
UJ ON
ON U∗J

]
. (51)

Hence, the (matched) pdf of the augmented vector si is given
by [26]:

pigmm

(
si ; ζ

′
, σ2
J |Hi

)
= (52)

1

πN det(RA,i)1/2
exp

[
−1

2

(
si − S̄ ζ

′
)†
R−1
A,i

(
si − S̄ ζ

′
)]

In order to obtain the IGMM-GLRT rule, we need the ML
estimates of {ζ′ , σ2

J}. First, the ML estimate of ζ
′

from
Eq. (52) is readily given by ζ̂′i , (S̄†R−1

A,i S̄)−1 S̄†R−1
A,i si.

After substitution, the concentrated log-likelihood is:

ln pigmm

(
si; ζ̂

′
i , σ

2
J |Hi

)
= −N lnπ − 1

2
ln det(RA,i)

−1

2
si
† [R−1

A,i −R
−1
A,i S̄ (S̄†R−1

A,i S̄)−1S̄†R−1
A,i ] si (53)

We now observe that S̄ is related to a conveniently defined
matrix T via a permutation matrix Γ, as shown in Eq. (54) at
the top of next page. Based on the aforementioned definition,
Eq. (53) is rewritten as:

ln pigmm

(
si; ζ̂

′
i , σ

2
J |Hi

)
= −N lnπ − 1

2
ln det(RA,i)

−1

2
m†i [R−1

p,i −R
−1
p,i T (T †R−1

p,i T )−1T †R−1
p,i ]mi (55)

where mi , (Γ† si) and Rp,i , (Γ†R−1
A,i Γ)−1 =

(Γ†RA,i Γ) (since every permutation matrix is unitary, i.e.,
(Γ†Γ) = (ΓΓ†) = I2N ). It can be recognized in second line of
Eq. (55) that matrix in square brackets has the block structure
(obtained by exploiting the simplified structure of T )[

O2r O2r×2(N−r)
O2(N−r)×2r R−1

c,i

]
(56)

where R−1
c,i ∈ C2(N−r)×2(N−r) is the Schur complement of

the block (R−1
p,i )1:2r of matrix R−1

p,i and can be identified from
Rp,i as:

Rp,i =

[
Θi Ωi

Ω†i Rc,i

]
(57)

where Θi ∈ C2r×2r and Ωi ∈ C2r×2(N−r), respectively.
Accordingly, the third term in Eq. (55) is equivalently written
as − 1

2 m
†
c,iR

−1
c,i mc,i, where mc,i , (mi)2r+1:2N . Further-

more, it is also apparent that Rc,i is in the form Rc,i =
(Σc,i + σ2

J I2(N−r)), where Σc,i , (Γ†ΣA,iΓ)(2r+1:2N).
Therefore R−1

c,i has the eigenvalue decomposition R−1
c,i =

Uc,i [Λc,i + σ2
J I2(N−r)]

−1U †c,i. Consequently, Eq. (53) can
be expressed as

ln[pigmm(s̆i; ζ̂
′
, σ2
J)] =−N lnπ − 1

2

2N∑
n=1

ln[λA,i,n + σ2
J ]

− 1

2

2(N−r)∑
`=1

|vi,`|2

λc,i,` + σ2
J

, (58)

where λA,i,n and λc,i,` are the eigenvalues of ΣA,i and Σc,i,
respectively. Also, in Eq. (58) and we have denoted with vi,`
the `th element of vi , (U †c,imc,i). We also remark that,
because of ΣA,i definition, the eigenvalues λA,i,n are equal
to those of Σy|Hi

. Eq. (58) can now be easily differentiated
w.r.t. σ2

J and set to zero in order to find the stationary points.
This is achieved via the solution of the polynomial equation:

2N∑
n=1

1

λA,i,n + σ2
J

=

2(N−r)∑
`=1

|vi,`|2

(λc,i,` + σ2
J)2

(59)

Clearly, given a set of stationary points (to which we
must add the boundary solution σ̂2

J,i = 0) say it σ̂2
J,i(s),

the argument corresponding to the maximum likelihood of
Eq. (58) is chosen as the actual σ̂2

J,i, that is σ̂2
J,i ,

arg maxσ̂2
J (s)≥0 ln[p(s̆i; ζ̂

′
, σ̂2
J(s))]. This is also implied by

the objective function ln[pigmm(s̆i; ζ̂
′
, σ2
J)] → −∞ as σ2

J

tends to +∞. Finally, IGMM-GLR statistic is evaluated as

ΛIGMM−GLR , −
1

2

2N∑
n=1

ln

[
λA,1,n + σ̂2

J,1

λA,0,n + σ̂2
J,0

]

−1

2


2(N−r)∑
n=1

|v1,`|2

λc,1,` + σ̂2
J,1

−
2(N−r)∑
n=1

|v0,`|2

λc,0,` + σ̂2
J,0

 . (60)

The procedure for evaluation of IGMM-GLR statistic is sum-
marized in Alg. 1.
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S̄ =


Ir Or Or×(N−r) Or×(N−r)

O(N−r)×r O(N−r)×r I(N−r) O(N−r)
Or Ir Or×(N−r) Or×(N−r)

O(N−r)×r O(N−r)×r O(N−r) I(N−r)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

,Γ

×
[

I2r

O2(N−r)×2r

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

,T

(54)

Algorithm 1 IGMM-GLR statistic evaluation.

Input: Evaluate ΣA,i = (Ū †J Σy|Hi
ŪJ), Σc,i =

(Γ ΣA,i Γ
†)(2r+1:2N) and µi = Ã(θ)ρi.

(a) Given the vector ys, for each
hypothesis Hi:

1) Compute s̆i = U †J (ys − µi);
2) Build the augmented vector s̆i and

evaluate mi = Γ s̆i;
3) Obtain mc,i = (mi)2r+1:2N and evaluate
vi = U †c,imc,i;

4) Solve the polynomial equation in
Eq. (59) and take only solutions ∈ R+

plus σ̂2
J,i = 0, say it σ̂2

J,i[s];
5) Obtain σ̂2

J,i as

σ̂2
J,i = arg maxσ2

J,i[s]
ln[p(s̆i; ζ̂

′
, σ2
J,i[s])];

(b) Evaluate ΛIGMM−GLR in Eq. (60).

E. Asymptotic equivalences in the presence of jammer

Hereinafter, we will turn our attention to asymptotic equiv-
alence properties of fusion rules which deal with the case of
jammer presence, specularly as in Sec. III-F.

We first observe that, in the presence of jammer interference,
it is not difficult to show that a similar statement as that
in Lem. 1 does not hold, since there is a different design
criterion between NLOS-GLRT and IS/IGMM-GLRT. Indeed,
the former is obtained by exploiting a monotonic concentrated
LLR (under NLOS assumption, after Gaussian moment match-
ing and implicit estimation of ζ); these assumptions allow
avoiding the estimation of σ2

J . Therefore, NLOS-GLRT cannot
be interpreted as a GLRT-like procedure in a strict sense, since
it implicitly estimates only ζ. On the other hand, IGMM-
GLRT and IS-GLRT rules are both constructed on an estimate
σ̂2
J . Therefore, we cannot expect the three rules to have

identical performance in a NLOS setting, as opposed to the
“interference-free” scenario. However, an intuitive argument
on their NLOS behaviour can be drawn by analyzing the forms
of IS-GLR (cf. Eq. (35)) and IGMM-GLR (cf. Eq. (60)) under
the aforementioned assumption. Indeed, by assuming that the
Rician factors κk → 0, produces (after lengthy manipulations):

Λ =


N ln

σ2
a

σ2
b
− ‖r0‖

2

σ2
b

+ ‖r0‖2
σ2
a

if ‖r0‖
2

N < σ2
a

N ln ‖r0‖
2

Nσ2
b
− ‖r0‖

2

σ2
b

+N if σ2
a ≤

‖r0‖2
N < σ2

b

0 if ‖r0‖
2

N ≥ σ2
b

(61)

where σ2
a < σ2

b and their expressions are σ2
a = σ2

n,0 =∑K
k=1 βkPF,k + σ2

w (resp. σ2
b = σ2

n,1 =
∑K
k=1 βkPD,k + σ2

w)
for IGMM-GLR and σ2

a = σ2
w (resp. σ2

b = σ̄2
e(1K) =

∑K
k=1 βk + σ2

w) for IS-GLR, respectively. By looking at Eq.
(61), it is apparent that both the statistics are increasing
functions of ‖r0‖2 (i.e., the energy of the received signal
ys after projecting out the LOS part of the jammer interfer-
ence) within [0, σ2

b ]. Therefore, the higher σ2
b the more the

statistic function in Eq. (61) will be safely approximated by
an increasing function of ‖r0‖2. Additionally, every statistic
being an increasing function of ‖r0‖2 will experience the
same performance as the NLOS-GLRT (we recall that such
test is constructed simply comparing ‖r0‖2 to a suitable
threshold, cf. Eq. (41)). Such test is obtained without explicitly
estimating σ2

J and by claiming uniformly most powerfulness
after moment matching of the statistic ‖r0‖2. The use of this
test allows avoiding a performance loss attributed to the fact
that, under a NLOS assumption, we are testing (after moment
matching)

{
(σ2
n,0 + σ2

J) underH0

(σ2
n,1 + σ2

J) underH1

(62)

with σ2
J being unknown. Clearly, if we are faced to estimate

σ2
J under the condition σ2

J ≥ (σ2
n,1 − σ2

n,0), discrimination
among the two hypotheses is not achievable. Indeed, the
uncertainty interval of σ2

J (i.e., [0,+∞)) produces overlap-
ping intervals for the overall variance under both hypotheses
(i.e., [σ2

n,0,+∞) and [σ2
n,1,+∞), respectively) and therefore,

when the aforementioned condition is satisfied, the correct
hypothesis cannot be declared on the basis of a simple variance
estimation. Additionally, since σ2

b is higher for IS-GLR than
for IGMM-GLR (as PD,k ≤ 1, k ∈ K), we can expect
IS-GLRT to perform better than IGMM-GLRT in a NLOS
WSN situation, especially when σ2

J becomes large (which is
either the case of a jammer emitting a high power signal or
experiencing mostly a NLOS channel condition).

Finally, we show that an analogous form of Lem. 3 holds
for IS-GLRT and IGMM-GLRT in a setup with an operating
jammer, as stated hereinafter.

Lemma 4. Under “IS” assumption, IGMM-GLRT rule is
statistically equivalent to IS-GLRT rule (and thus attains exact
GLRT performance).

Proof: Clearly, under IS assumption, IS-GLRT is statis-
tically equivalent to the exact GLRT in Eq. (25), by con-
struction. Then, we need only to show that IGMM-GLRT is
statistically equivalent to IS-GLRT. Indeed, under IS assump-
tion, E{x|H1} = 1K , E{x|H0} = 0K and Σx|Hi

= OK
hold, respectively. Therefore, the second order characterization
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needed for IGMM-GLRT in Eqs. (42) and (43) reduces to:

E{ys|Hi} = µi +AJ(φ) ζ

Σys|Hi
= (σ2

e,i + σ2
J) IN Σ̄ys|Hi

= ON (63)

where the equalities σ2
e,1 = σ2

e(1K), σ2
e,0 = σ2

w, µ1 =

Ã(θ) 1K and µ0 = 0N hold, respectively. It is apparent that
the simplified characterization in Eqs. (63) coincides with that
in Eq. (26). Since both rules are obtained with a GLRT-like
approach, this proves their statistical equivalence.

Then, when sensors are ideal, IGMM-GLRT rule will be
statistically equivalent to IS-GLRT (viz. GLRT) rule, as there
is no covariance structure change between the two hypotheses.
On the other hand, we expect that when the WSN operates
with “good-quality” sensors, NLOS-GLRT will experience
some performance loss with respect to IS-GLRT and IGMM-
GLRT rules, since it does not exploit the LOS part of the
sensors channel vectors.

V. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

In Tab. I we compare the computational complexity of
the proposed rules, where O(·) indicates the usual Landau
notation (i.e., the order of complexity). The results underline
the computations required whenever each new y is transmitted
(assuming static parameters pre-computed and stored in a
suitable memory). First, as previously remarked, it is apparent
that the optimum rule (i.e. the LLR) is unfeasible, especially
when K is very large. Differently, all the proposed rules have
polynomial complexity w.r.t both K and N (as well as r,
when jammer-robust rules are considered). The computational
complexity of IS rule is mainly given by the computation of
the scalar product and energy needed to evaluate Eq. (5), while
the dominant term in the case of IS-GLRT is represented
by the evaluation of the energy of r0 and r1, respectively
(recall that the orthogonal projector of interference can be
written as P⊥AJ (φ) = UJ,⊥U

†
J,⊥, where UJ,⊥ collects the last

(N − r) columns of the eigenvector matrix UJ ). Similar con-
siderations (as IS rule) hold for NLOS (which simply requires
‖y‖2), whereas NLOS-GLRT similarly (as IS-GLRT) requires
first a projection operation, that is, evaluation of P⊥AJ (φ)ys.
Furthermore, a linear dependence with N , as IS and NLOS
rules, holds for WL rules (see Eq. (10)). Differently, IGMM
rule is based on the computation of a quadratic form of y,
which leads to O(N2) complexity. A higher complexity is
also required by IGMM-GLRT, whose dominant terms are
given by: (i) the computation of vi (see definition provided
in Sec. IV-D) and the solution to a polynomial equation of
order pord , 2N + 4(N − r) − 1. The solution is known to
have a complexity O(p4

ordτ
2) (e.g. following Sturm approach

[35]), where τ is a parameter related to the bit resolution of
the maximum value among the known coefficients.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Setup description and measures of performance

We consider sensors deployed in a 2-D circular area around
the DFC (placed in the origin, whose cartesian coordinates are
denoted as (xdfc, ydfc)) with radius rmax = 1000 m. Sensors

Table I: Computational complexity of the considered rules;
pord , 2N + 4(N − r)− 1.

Fusion Rule Complexity for each realization of y

Optimum (LLR) O(N 2K)

IS [IS-GLRT] O(N) [ O(N(N − r)) ]

NLOS [NLOS-GLRT] O(N) [ O(N(N − r)) ]

WL O(N)

IGMM [IGMM-GLRT] O(N2) [O(N (N − r) + p4ord τ
2)]

are located uniformly at random (in Cartesian coordinates,
denoted as (px,k, py,k), k ∈ K) and we assume that no
sensor is closer to the DFC than rmin = 100 m. The large-
scale fading is modelled via βk = ξk( rmin

rk
)L, where ξk is a

log-normal random variable, i.e., 10 log10(ξk) ∼ N (µP, σ
2
P),

where µP and σP are the mean and standard deviation in
dBm, respectively. Moreover, rk denotes the distance between
the kth sensor and the DFC and L represents the path-loss
exponent (for our simulations, we choose L = 2). In the
following, we assume (µP, σP) = (15, 2) for the WSN.
Additionally, we suppose that the DFC is equipped with a
half-wavelength spaced uniformly linear array and that kth
sensor is seen at the DFC as a point-like source, that is

a(θk) =
[
1 ejπ cos(θk) · · · ejπ(N−1) cos(θk)

]T
(64)

where clearly θk = arccos[
xdfc−px,k

ydfc−py,k
]. A similar procedure

is employed for the generation of jammer parameters, with
reference to a case of a jamming device distributed in angular
space. The sole difference is in the choice (µP, σP) = (25, 2),
reflecting a non-negligible jammer power received by the DFC.

Also, the Rician factors of the sensors κk, k ∈ K, are
uniformly generated within [κmin, κmax]. Such interval will be
varied in order to generate three typical scenarios correspond-
ing to a WSN with “LOS”, “Intermediate” and “NLOS” chan-
nel situations, in order to comprehensively test the proposed
fusion rules. More specifically, we will consider Rician factors
generated randomly as: (i) [κmin, κmax] = [10, 20] (dB) (LOS
scenario), (ii) [κmin, κmax] = [−10, 10] (dB) (Intermediate
scenario) and [κmin, κmax] = [−20,−10] (dB) (NLOS sce-
nario). Similar reasoning is applied to the generation of Rician
factors for the jammer, where two different scenarios are also
considered: (a) [κmin, κmax] = [10, 20] (dB) (LOS jammer)
and (b) [κmin, κmax] = [−10, 10] (dB) (weak-LOS jammer).

The three generated WSN examples are shown in Fig. 1,
where the corresponding angles-of-arrival (θk, k ∈ K), the av-
eraged total received and LOS powers per antenna ((βk, b2kβk),
k ∈ K ) are shown for the case of K = 14 sensors. Also,
in each of the subfigures, we illustrate the corresponding
DOAs (φ`, ` =1, . . . , r), the averaged total received and
LOS powers per antenna ((β`,J , b2`.Jβ`,J), ` =1, . . . , r) of
a jammer distributed in the angular space with r = 2,
whose Rician factors are generated according to scenarios (a)
(LOS jammer scenario) and (b) (weak-LOS jammer scenario),
respectively. Finally, for simplicity we assume conditionally
i.i.d. decisions, that is P (x|Hi) =

∏K
k=1 P (xk|Hi) with
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(P1, P0) = (PD, PF ) = (0.5, 0.05). In this case, ρi = Pi1K
and Σx|Hi

= Pi(1− Pi) IK hold, respectively.
The performances of the proposed rules are analyzed in

terms of system probabilities of false alarm and detection,
defined respectively as

PF0
, P (Λ > γ|H0), PD0

, P (Λ > γ|H1), (65)

with Λ representing the statistic associated to the generic
fusion rule and γ the corresponding threshold.

B. Fusion Rules Comparison

PD0 vs. noise level σ2
w (No-interference): First, the scenario

with no jammer is addressed. In Figs. 2, 3 and 4, we show
PD0

vs. σ2
w, under the constraint PF0

= 0.01 for the “LOS”,
“Intermediate” and “NLOS” setups in Figs. 1a, 1b and 1c,
respectively (K = 14 sensors and N ∈ {2, 6} antennas
at the DFC). Clearly, LLR performs the best among all the
considered rules. Secondly, WL rules are very close to the
LLR in the “LOS” setup (indeed in the conditionally i.i.d.
case and at high SNR, for a LOS condition it approximately
holds z

WL,i ∝ (Ã(θ) Ã(θ)†)−1Ã(θ)1k, that is WL rules both
approximate through right-pseudoinverse operation a counting
rule, being optimal in this specific scenario) with increasing
performance loss in the “Intermediate” and “NLOS” setups,
respectively. Such a trend is in agreement with Lem. 1, which
states that as NLOS assumption is verified, the optimum
statistic should possess a dependence on ‖y‖2, which is not
the case of WL rules. Also, IGMM, IS and NLOS rules
have a performance behaviour in line with the asymptotic
equivalences shown in Sec. III-F. Clearly, NLOS setup is
such that performance of IGMM, IS and NLOS rules (almost)
coincide. On the other hand, in the LOS scenario, IS and
IGMM rules are very close (the “weak-LOS” assumption
is almost satisfied), while NLOS rule experiences a certain
performance loss. Finally, we underline that the benefit of
improved number of antennas is only experienced by LLR,
WL and IGMM rules. Differently, NLOS and IS rules do
benefit of a larger DFC array only in the case of low SNR
or NLOS setup. This can be attributed to the fact that only
in these conditions there is no significant (pseudo-)covariance
structure change between the two hypotheses (see (8) and (9)).
Then NLOS and IS rules, not exploiting (at least) a second-
order characterization of y|Hi, are not able to benefit from
increase of N in the remaining cases.
PD0

vs. noise level σ2
w (Interference): A similar scenario is

shown in Figs. 5, 6 and 7, where we show PD0
vs. σ2

w, under
the constraint PF0

= 0.01 for the “LOS”, “Intermediate” and
“NLOS” setups in Figs. 1a, 1b and 1c, respectively (K = 14,
both jammer scenarios considered), and N = 6 antennas at
the DFC. For the sake of completeness, the performance of
clairvoyant LRT are also reported (cf. Eq. (24)). We first notice
that IS-GLRT, NLOS-GLRT and IGMM-GLRT outperform IS,
NLOS and IGMM rules (whose performance are obtained by
ignoring the presence of the jamming signal), respectively,
unless there is a significant receive noise σ2

w (i.e., low SNR);
such trend is more apparent when moving to a WSN-DFC
channel which experiences a LOS scenario (cf. Fig. 5). Indeed,

in such a case, jammer interference suppression may come up
at the expenses of (partial) cancellation of some of the sensors
contributions. Indeed, in a LOS scenario and at low SNR,
jammer interference suppression may not be beneficial as the
scenario is noise-dominated. On the other hand, in a LOS
scenario and at high SNR, the problem becomes interference-
dominated; therefore an effective jammer signal suppression
significantly improves performance, even at the expenses of
(partial) elimination of some sensors contributions. The sole
exception to these considerations is represented by IGMM-
GLRT in a NLOS WSN scenario (cf. Fig. 1c), where perfor-
mance are observed to be worse than its interference-unaware
counterpart (i.e., IGMM rule) over all the σ2

w range considered.
Such evidence can be attributed to the overlapping of unknown
parameter support under the two hypotheses, due to σ2

J (cf.
Sec. IV-E), which does not allow to achieve satisfactory
performance.
PD0

vs. number of antennas N (Interference): The benefits
of increasing the number of antennas on jammer suppression
capabilities for the designed rules are illustrated in Figs. 8,
9, and 10, respectively. More specifically, it is shown PD0

vs. N , under the constraint PF0
= 0.01 and σ2

w = 0 dBm
for the “LOS”, “Intermediate” and “NLOS” setups in Figs.
1a, 1b and 1c, respectively. First of all, we notice that PD0

for all the “interference-aware” fusion rules increases with
N . Furthermore, the gain with respect to their corresponding
“interference-unaware” counterparts improves as well. This
is true in the case of IS-GLRT and NLOS-GLRT for all
the scenarios considered, since the considered noise level
σ2
w implies a moderate SNR and due to improved jamming-

suppression capabilities with higher N . Again, the only ex-
ception is given by IGMM-GLRT in the NLOS case, given
the overlapping of unknown parameter support under both the
hypotheses due to σ2

J . By looking at the specific example, in
the LOS WSN scenario, the IGMM-GLRT has the best trend
with the number of antennas, as significant pseudo-covariance
structure change in the hypotheses is implied in such scenario
(therefore second-order characterization of y|Hi is beneficial).
Differently, in the “Intermediate” and “NLOS” WSN setups,
IS-GLRT and NLOS-GLRT represent the best alternatives,
with IS-GLRT slightly outperforming NLOS-GLRT.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we studied channel-aware DF in a WSN with
interfering sensors whose channels are modelled as Rician
and their NLOS components are not known at the DFC
(i.e., they are not estimated), focusing on anomaly detection
problems. We developed five sub-optimal fusion rules (i.e.,
IS, NLOS, WL and IGMM rules) in order to deal with the
exponential complexity of LRT. For the present setup, the
following performance trends have been observed:
• In a WSN with a LOS setup, WL rules represent the best

(and more convenient) alternative to the LLR, whereas the
same rules suffer from severe performance degradation
in a NLOS setup. On the other hand, NLOS rule is
mainly appealing in a NLOS setup, as the IS rule, which
also achieves satisfactory performance in a weak-LOS
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(b) Intermediate scenario for WSN.
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Figure 1: Simulated setups for fusion rules comparison. Overall (βk) and LOS (b2k βk) received power (dBm) per antenna at
the DFC vs. θ (deg) in a WSN with K = 14 sensors (blue “�” and cyan “◦” markers, resp.). Each subfigure also reports the
overall (β`,J ) and LOS (b2`,J β`,J ) received power (dBm) per antenna at the DFC vs. θ (deg) of a distributed jammer with
r = 2 in scenarios (a) (LOS jammer scenario, red “�” and magenta “◦” markers, resp.) and (b) (weak-LOS jammer scenario,
red “∇” and magenta “×” markers, resp.).
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vs. σ2

w (dBm) for a WSN with K = 14, LOS
setup; PF0

= (0.01); N ∈ {2, 6} antennas at the DFC.

condition. Indeed, in the latter case they are both able
to exploit an increase in the number of receive antennas,
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w (dBm) for a WSN with K = 14,
Intermediate setup; PF0

= (0.01); N ∈ {2, 6} antennas at
the DFC.
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Figure 4: PD0 vs. σ2
w (dBm) for a WSN with K = 14, NLOS

setup; PF0
= (0.01); N ∈ {2, 6} antennas at the DFC.
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Figure 5: PD0 vs. σ2
w (dBm) for a WSN with K = 14 sensors.

LOS setup with jammer interference (r = 2): top figure -
scenario (a) (LOS jam.); bottom figure - scenario (b) (weak-
LOS jam.); PF0

= 0.01. N = 6 antennas at the DFC.
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Figure 6: PD0
vs. σ2

w (dBm) for a WSN with K = 14 sensors.
Intermediate setup with jammer interference (r = 2): top
figure - scenario (a) (LOS jam.); bottom figure - scenario (b)
(weak-LOS jam.); PF0 = 0.01. N = 6 antennas at the DFC.
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Figure 7: PD0
vs. σ2

w (dBm) for a WSN with K = 14. NLOS
setup with jammer interference (r = 2): top figure - scenario
(a) (LOS jam.); bottom figure - scenario (b) (weak-LOS jam.);
PF0

= 0.01. N = 6 antennas at the DFC.
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Figure 8: PD0
vs. N for a WSN with K = 14, σ2

w = 0 dBm.
LOS setup with jammer interference (r = 2): top figure -
scenario (a) (LOS jam.); bottom figure - scenario (b) (weak-
LOS jam.); PF0 = 0.01.

as well as in the case of low SNR. Finally IGMM rule,
exploiting a second-order characterization of the received
vector under both hypotheses, has the most appealing
performance when considering all the three scenarios.

Successively, we considered a scenario with a (possibly
distributed) “Rician” jamming interference and tackled the
resulting composite hypothesis testing problem within the
GLRT framework. More specifically, we developed sub-
optimal GLRT-like decision rules which extend IS, NLOS and
IGMM rules to the case of subspace interference. With refer-
ence to these rules, the following trends have been observed:

• All the considered “interference-aware” rules (IS-GLRT,
NLOS-GLRT and IGMM-GLRT) significantly outper-
form the “interference-unaware” counterparts in the case
of a moderate-to-high SNR level and non-negligible
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Figure 9: PD0
vs. N for a WSN with K = 14, σ2

w = 0 dBm.
Intermediate setup with jammer interference (r = 2): top
figure - scenario (a) (LOS jam.); bottom figure - scenario (b)
(weak-LOS jam.); PF0 = 0.01.
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Figure 10: PD0
vs. N for a WSN with K = 14, σ2

w = 0 dBm.
NLOS setup with jammer interference (r = 2): top figure -
scenario (a) (LOS jam.); bottom figure - scenario (b) (weak-
LOS jam.); PF0

= 0.01.

LOS condition, as in such case system performance is
interference-dominated and thus interference suppression
leads to a remarkable gain. Also, it has been shown
that all these rules benefit from increase of N for
enhanced interference suppression, with the sole excep-
tion of IGMM-GLRT in a NLOS case (due to lack of
identifiability). Numerical evidence has also underlined
the appeal of IGMM-GLRT and IS-GLRT in LOS and
Intermediate/NLOS setups, respectively;

Finally, asymptotic equivalences established among all these
rules in the case of either interference-free or interference-
prone scenarios were confirmed by simulations. Future re-
search tracks will concern theoretical performance analysis of
the proposed rules and design of advanced fusion schemes

robust to smarter jammers.

APPENDIX

In this appendix we will provide the second-order charac-
terization of y|Hi. The mean vector E{y|Hi} is evaluated as:

E{y|Hi} = E{H̄D1/2x+w|Hi} = (66)

E{H̄}D1/2 E{x|Hi} = Ã(θ)ρi (67)

where we have exploited E{w} = 0N and statistical inde-
pendence between fading coefficients and sensors decisions,
respectively. Finally in Eq. (67) we have recalled the def-
initions of matrix Ã(θ), whose kth column equals µk =

bk
√
βk a(θk), and of ρi =

[
Pi,1 · · · Pi,K

]T
.

Differently, the covariance matrix is expressed as:

Σy|Hi
=

E{(y − Ã(θ)ρi) (y − Ã(θ)ρi)
† |Hi} = (68)

Ã(θ)E{(x− ρi)(x− ρi)T |Hi} Ã(θ)†+

E{(HBs x)(HBs x)† |Hi}+ E{ww†} = (69)

Ã(θ) Σx|Hi
Ã(θ)†+

E

{(
K∑
k=1

hk
√
νk xk

)(
K∑
`=1

h†`
√
ν` x`

)
|Hi

}
+ σ2

w IN

(70)

where Bs , (IK − R2)1/2D1/2 and we recall νk = (1 −
b2k)βk. The second term in Eq. (70) can be simplified as

E

{(
K∑
k=1

hk
√
νk xk

)(
K∑
`=1

h†`
√
ν` x`

)
|Hi

}
=

K∑
k=1

E{hk h†k} νk E{x
2
k|Hi} =

K∑
k=1

νk Pi,k IN (71)

which follows from mutual independence of vectors hk, k ∈
K. Then, substituting back Eq. (71) in Eq. (70) gives:

Σy|Hi
= Ã(θ) Σx|Hi

Ã(θ)† + σ2
e,i IN (72)

where σ2
e,i , [

∑K
k=1 νk Pi,k + σ2

w]. Analogously, we can
evaluate the pseudo-covariance of y|Hi as

Σ̄y|Hi
= E{(y − Ã(θ)ρi) (y − Ã(θ)ρi)

T |Hi} (73)

= Ã(θ)E{(x− ρi)(x− ρi)T |Hi} Ã(θ)T +

E{(HBs x)(HBs x)T |Hi} (74)

= Ã(θ) Σx|Hi
Ã(θ)T+

E

{(
K∑
k=1

hk
√
νk xk

)(
K∑
`=1

hT`
√
ν` x`

)
|Hi

}
(75)

since E{wwT } = ON (i.e., the noise is assumed circular).
Also, it can be shown that the second term in Eq. (75) is a
null matrix, since

E

{(
K∑
k=1

hk
√
νk xk

)(
K∑
`=1

hT`
√
ν` x`

)
|Hi

}
=

K∑
k=1

E{hk hTk } νk E{x2
k|Hi} = ON (76)
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since the NLOS fading vector hk is assumed circular. There-
fore the final expression for the pseudo-covariance is:

Σ̄y|Hi
= Ã(θ) Σx|Hi

Ã(θ)T (77)

Eq. (77) is not a null matrix, thus motivating augmented form
processing.
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